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From: Information Officer
To: Internet Updates
Subject: FW: Hastings Borough Council Request for Information Ref: 16/452
Date: 22 July 2016 10:02:03
Attachments: JW Service plan 2016-17 v1.docx


Start of Request for Information


I would like to make a request under the Freedom of Information Act for details relating to how your
organisation deals with recycling of materials collected from households and businesses. Including
what particular types of materials are recycled and which are not.


Could you please also provide information about your recycling strategy and policy, and how the
recycling scheme is communicated to the public (along with details of any associated
communications plan/strategy), and education regarding recycling provided to schools/public. 


If possible could you also include any further information as to what is done to aid litter
prevention/litterpicking initiatives.


This information is held


Attached is our waste service plan and organisational plan of the joint waste partnership.  We are in
a partnership arrangement with Rother District Council, Eastbourne Borough Council and Wealden
District Council in terms of waste collection, recycling and street cleaning.  This work is carried out
by a single contractor.


The recycling schemes is communicated to all residents through our website, social media,
posters, stickers on bins, an annual calendar which states collection dates and materials collected,
we also attend various events throughout the year where staff promote recycling in the community. 
Our communication strategy for waste and recycling is also part of the partnership arrangement
and agreed across the partnership.


We do not have the necessary resources to provide a school waste education programme.


In terms of litter reduction, we are in the middle of developing a new promotional campaign aimed
at tackling litter, dog fouling and fly-tipping.  The images and messages will be relayed through
posters, social media and the website.  We also provide support for local groups wishing to carry
out voluntary litter picking initiatives in the borough.  We support this through the loan of
equipment, PPE and bags, in addition to disposing of the waste.  Our enforcement officers also
issue Fixed Penalty Notice’s/prosecute for a variety of enviro-crime offences, including dog fouling,
dropping of litter and fly-tipping.


 


End of Request for Information
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East Sussex Waste Collection Partnership: Joint Waste Office





Annual Service Plan





2016/17








The Joint Waste Collection Partnership is responsible for providing two of the most fundamental public services for each Council, refuse and recycling collections and street sweeping.   For many people, having their bins emptied and their streets kept free from litter is one of the most important things that their local Council does, and these services are seen as a major reason why they pay council tax.  





The Joint Waste Office has been formed by the Partnership Manager, Deputy Contract Manager and Business Support Officer since 2013.  This team performs the role of Authorised Officer for the Contract and provides the focal point for the joint waste partnership. 





This Service Plan describes


· Joint Waste aims and priorities


· Current Challenges


· Where the Joint Waste Office fit in the wider scheme of waste management 


· What the Joint Waste Office does


· How we measure our performance 


· Where our budget is spent 


· Our planned development in 2015/16





Joint Waste Office activities planned for 2016-17 are highlighted throughout this document and summarised in annex 1.



Strategic Statement by the Partnership Manager





The Joint Waste Office have a key role in fulfilling each Partner’s Corporate Plan.    The four Corporate Plans describe how each Council will deliver its priorities and the issues that matter most to local people.  The Joint Waste Partnership contributes toward those local priorities by being a best practice model for shared services and ensuring that benefits to tax-payers are maintained through the joint waste contract arrangements.   Described in various ways in different strategic documents, the desired outcomes for joint waste services are:


· Reliable and efficient waste and recycling collection services for each Partner via the Contract.


· Safe and clean environments for residents and visitors.


· An increase in the amount of waste that is reused and recycled 


· An improvement in local environmental quality for each Partner


Background





1.1 In 2011 Eastbourne, Hastings, Rother and Wealden Councils formed the East Sussex Waste Collection Partnership, to procure a single Waste Collection, Recycling, Street & Beach Cleaning and Associated Services Contract.  The Partnership also includes East Sussex County Council as the waste disposal authority and the Partners established the principle of a Joint Waste Committee in January 2011.   The Partnership is not constituted by an Agreement that formally describes the legal provisions that apply to each partner authority.   The four councils that are party to the joint waste contract have agreed the principles for Cost Sharing that allocates service costs across the Partners.     





1.2 In December 2012 the Contract was awarded to Kier Services Ltd.  The new Contract started 1st April 2013 in Eastbourne and Wealden, 3rd July 2013 in Hastings and 1st April 2014 in Rother.   By July 2014 all of the new collection services and common street cleaning standards had been implemented across the Partnership. 





1.3 The Partnership vision is to unify the provision of waste collection and cleansing services across the Partnership area, providing best value for the taxpayer of East Sussex, excellent service and a reduction in negative environmental impacts.





1.4 While the joint Contract has delivered significant annual savings for the councils, Kier have advised the Partnership that the Contract Price does not meet the actual cost of providing the services required by the Contract.    The consequences and service impacts of this situation are expected to become more apparent during 2016/17.  









Joint Waste Aims and Priorities





2.1	The primary aim of the Joint Waste procurement project 2011-2013 was to reduce the annual expenditure each partner council spends on waste related services.     This aim was met and will be sustained through administration of the cost sharing agreement and the participation of each partner council in the new Contract.   Given the resources committed to the project it is important that actual performance against this primary aim is assessed each year.  An annual Joint Waste Committee budget report details contract expenditure for each council.





2.2	The Partnership’s secondary aims are


(i) To minimise the cost of services and share the costs fairly and equitably between the Councils


(ii) To minimise the amount of waste per head that is collected


(iii) To reach a minimum average recycling rate of 50% for the Partnership


(iv) To have a centralised client support function 


(v) To rationalise and unify as much as possible collection service arrangements, including street cleansing and associated services where these deliver efficiencies


(vi) To provide efficient, safe and effective waste collection services that the Taxpayer can access and use easily and efficiently


(vii) To encourage behavioural and attitude changes in residents to develop and instil responsible waste management practice and to maintain or improve customer satisfaction


(viii) Where affordable to strive for innovation and added value





The Joint Waste Office takes principle responsibility for ensuring that the councils all contribute toward the achievement of these aims.  In 2016-17:-





Action : 	The Joint Waste Office will (continue to) administrate the Contract payments to Kier and apportion partner costs according to the cost sharing agreement.   These matters will be reported to the Joint Waste Committee.


Action : 	The Joint Waste Office will seek Joint Waste Committee support for the joint policy guidance.


Action : 	The Joint Waste Office will monitor external funding opportunities and develop service development proposals with Kier and each partner council as appropriate.


Action :	The Joint Waste Office will review and refresh the Cost Sharing arrangements in the third quarter of each financial year.















Strategic Waste Targets





3.1	The Joint Waste Collection Contract makes a major contribution to achieving the East Sussex Joint Waste Strategy.   Although East Sussex does not have statutory waste prevention, recycling and recovery targets, the European Commission requires Member States to recycle or reuse 50% of household waste by 2020, and to work to prevent waste.  Up to 2020 the following targets for East Sussex are being pursued:-





• Work to limit the total amount of household waste produced to 995 kg per household 


    per year.  (Note: partnership average for 14/15 = 480kg per household)


• Recycle and compost 50% of the household waste produced.  (Note : partnership average for 14/15 = 39.25%)


• Reuse 15% of the household waste produced.


• Recover energy from at least 95% of the rubbish that isn't reused, recycled or 


   composted.


• Divert at least 95% of waste from landfill.





3.2	A new European legislative package titled “the Circular Economy” was published in December 2015.   The package includes new recycling targets and the specific implications for local authorities in the UK will be better understood in 2016.


 


3.3	The primary aim of the Joint Waste Partnership is to reduce cost for Council tax-payers and managing waste incurs cost for both collection services and disposal services.  Disposal costs are managed through the Integrated Waste Management Services Contract between ESCC and Veolia.  The disposal impacts were assessed during procurement of the collection contract using a spreadsheet evaluation model known as the ESCC Evaluation Model.  The model allowed the service choices made by the Joint Waste Partnership and the Contractors to be evaluated in terms of the disposal costs that would be incurred.  Kier retaining and disposing of dry mixed recycling meant those types of material should no longer be present in Residual Waste hence the ESCC disposal cost should be lower.





3.4	The ESCC Cabinet report “Award of East Sussex Joint Waste Collection Contract” (11 December 2012) described the financial impact on ESCC.  However, the expected level of savings are not being realised and the financial situation is made worse in that disposal costs are higher than forecast.  The costs being incurred have a direct relationship to the weight of material being handled as residual waste rather than recycling so the modelled data that informed the forecasts needed to be verified and bench marked as realistic and achievable.  ESCC completed this verification work in 2014 and confirmed their view that the forecasts require higher quartile performance but should be achievable (ref Joint Waste Committee report “Recycling Service Performance Update” 15th March 2015).  





3.5	The type and proportion of material that could be recycled but is still being presented by households as Residual Waste was analysed in 2015.  The analysis showed that the residual stream was made up of 25.5% by weight of materials that could currently be recycled by the householder at the kerbside.   


3.6 	Officers across the Partnership are still concerned that the forecast tonnages in the ESCC Evaluation Model are unrealistic.  The annual shortfall for 15/16 is anticipated as circa 17,800 tonnes.  This equates to some 2,500 extra lorry loads a year or ten extra loads a day.   The Partnership will therefore seek support for the promotional work needed to boost recycling. Judgement is also needed to assess on how realistic it is for authorities to reach 50% recycling with the current collection scheme and the timescale by when this might be achieved.





3.7	The systems that capture data about residual waste and recycling materials need to operate seamlessly to avoid unnecessary duplication and give confidence that the data is accurate.  A waste data audit will be undertaken in 2016 to verify that the systems and work procedures that record waste data are robust and result in accurate data.





3.8	The JWO will support each partner council with the actions they need to take in order to increase recycling and reduce residual waste.   With reference to JWC 14/22 (7.3) each council committed to actively reducing the volumes of Residual Waste being presented for collection and increase recycling rates by considering the following actions:


· Separate food waste collections: officers were currently looking to refresh the business case for food waste collections in order for this matter to be reconsidered by the JWC in due course.


· Reducing total storage capacity for Residual Waste in Hastings and Wealden by replacing all 240 litre bins with 180 litre bins. 


· Carrying out an audit of households with additional storage capacity for Residual Waste due to larger families, children in nappies and medical reasons. 


· Eastbourne had experienced the smallest increase in recycling weights and the lowest Dry Recycling rate in the Partnership since introducing the new recycling system; it was recommended for Eastbourne to consider introducing alternate weekly collections in 2018.





3.9	The JWO will liaise with each council and ESCC to enable progress toward the following recycling targets and achieve minimum 50% recycling across the partnership :





			Authority


			Dry recycling tonnage


			Dry Recycling %


			Composting tonnage


			Composting %


			Total Recycling rate %





			Eastbourne


			13,773


			37


			3,595


			10


			47





			Hastings


			10,993


			36


			1,624


			5


			41





			Rother


			12,709


			35


			7,404


			20


			55





			Wealden


			18,854


			31


			13,712


			23


			55





			Partnership


			56,329


			35


			26,335


			15


			50


















Wealden District Council	Collection		461.0	48.9%To achieve these targets, the Joint Waste Collection Partnership is committed to the following actions:-





Action :	Commission an audit of waste data to assess the systems used to capture and handle data


Action :	Monitor recycling performance under the joint waste collection contract in Eastbourne, Wealden and Hastings councils.  


Action :	Seek support for mutually beneficial recycling promotions among the 			partner councils.


Action :	To reduce residual waste by X% / kg per household thereby increasing proportion of recycling  - make specific to each partner


Action : 	To increase dry recycling to 40% average for the Partnership








Rother District Council	Collection		424.8	45.4%


Hastings Borough Council	Collection		534.2	28.0%


Eastbourne Borough Council	Collection		501.5	34.7%





Current Challenges 





4.1	A simple analysis of municipal waste services identifies various political, economic, legal, human resource, environmental, health and safety, operational and technological factors that need to be understood in order for the services to be managed effectively.    A quarterly reassessment of internal and external factors allows the joint waste risk register to be maintained.  (The current version of the Joint Waste Partnership Risk Register is a “live” document subject to regular review and available from the Partnership Manager on request via jointwaste@rother.gov.uk)





4.2	The following matters are considered most pertinent to the basic provision and further development of joint waste services in 2016-17.    





Joint Waste Health and Safety


4.3	Within the strategic Health and Safety framework for the UK, the HSE and waste industry stakeholders have collaboratively developed a sector strategy for the waste management and recycling industry.   This focus on waste management is because health and safety performance remains poor in relation to other industries with:


· Fatality rate ~9 times the all-industry average,


· Transport-related fatal injuries account for two-thirds of the total


· RIDDOR non-fatal injury rate ~4 times the all-industry average


· 80% of all reported injuries occur during collection and sorting activities


· Potential health risks from emerging processes and activities


· Risks to members of the public because of significant public interface





4.4	The Health and Safety Executive leadership guidance refers to a suitably authoritative contract safety review committee with representatives from client local authorities (including senior managers and elected members), the service provider (Kier Services Ltd) and other parties affected by the contract.  The Joint Waste Committee performs this role for the partnership and receives an annual safety report to meet its obligations and demonstrate adequate management of health and safety in the delivery of waste related services for each council.





4.5 	The HSE Waste Industry Safety and Health group (WISH) promote use of the IOSH Managing Waste Collection Safely training materials for client-side contract management staff.   Staff from each council were last provided with waste specific H&S training in 2014.  New IOSH materials were published December 2015 to provide content for training that can be delivered internally.  The Partnership Manager will liaise with each council to refresh client staff training in 2016. 





Action :	Each council’s role supporting the joint approach to health and safety management, as described in the Joint Waste Health and Safety File, will be actively monitored.  The partnership will maintain its commitment to the Waste Industry Safety and Health Strategy.


Action :	IOSH Managing Waste Collection Safely training will be made available to client monitoring staff.


Action :	The JWO will support Kier in their reporting of health and safety matters to the Joint Waste Committee.











Separation of Recycling Materials and Weekly Collections


4.6	Two of the main challenges facing recycling services concern (i) separation of materials for collection and (ii) weekly residual waste collections.    Joint waste decisions taken in 2012 have resulted in the implementation of a comprehensive alternate weekly recycling service that requires only one material (glass) to be separated from other recycling.   The Partnership decisions regarding both the collection methodology and frequencies were taken during 2012 in response to the urgent need to reduce annual expenditure.    In doing so, the partnership made commitments that would now incur significant cost to change.





4.7	It is anticipated that during 2016, the Environment Agency and/or DEFRA will define how the EU Circular Economy package will be reflected by the UK Waste Regulations.   The JWO will continue to monitor the risk of non-compliance for the partnership. 





Action : 	To control risks associated with anticipated changes to the Waste Regulations, the Joint Waste Office will maintain the information that informed the Partnerships decisions. (ref TEEP)








Food Waste


4.8	The recycling service that has been introduced across the Partnership does not include collection of food waste.   There is a growing expectation amongst waste professionals that the collection of food waste as a separate material will be necessary if the UK is to meet European recycling targets by 2020 and this is a key consideration in the EU Circular Economy package.   





4.9	It was originally anticipated that the opportunity to collect food waste would become most feasible mid-contract (2018) when Kier refresh the vehicle fleet that is used to provide collection services.   However, Kier are not obligated to refresh their fleet and confirmed in 2015 that given the financial status of the Contract they do not intend to. 





4.10 	In November 2015 the joint waste committee requested further work to develop the business case for collecting and disposing of food waste and development of a Communications Plan to encourage the public to reduce food waste.   Eastbourne will lead on the development of a business case for food waste collections in 2016 and officers across the partnership are involved in the development of proposals for public communications in 2016/17.





Action : 	The Joint Waste Office will support Eastbourne and ESCC  with regard to the business case for collection and disposal of food waste.


Action : 	The Joint Waste Office will support development of a recycling communications campaign that includes reduction of food waste.


Add actions to achieve targets on residual reduction











Commodity Values


4.11 	The Joint Waste Contract does not make Kier Services Ltd responsible for recycling performance but incentivise’ Kier to perform well because they earn income from the recycling material they collect.   The value of recycling materials as commodities has decreased since 2012 so with minimal value available from the collection and handling of recycling materials Kier motivation to increase volumes of recycling is currently low.





4.12	The JWO will maintain awareness of recycling commodity values because Kier management behaviour has been heavily influenced by the need for Kier to manage the contract as closely as possible to their tendered budget.   





4.13	Material haulage is an additional cost factor for Kier so the travel distance to suitable MRF facilities is a key consideration for them.  The JWO will maintain awareness of the MRF facilities being used by Kier to ensure the range of recycling materials being collected are being processed appropriately.   Kier proposals to change the current recycling disposal system are anticipated during 2016.





Action : 	Complete an audit of waste data and assess the systems used to capture and handle data.


Action :	Consider the commercial and contractual risks for the Partnership that arise from low value of recycling materials.









The Joint Waste Client Structure: Central and Local Arrangements





Administering Authority


5.1	Rother District Council take the lead role in administering the Partnership and Contract and is known as the Administering Authority.





	Central Client Team


5.2	The Joint Waste Office comprise the Partnership Manager, the Deputy Contract Manager and the Business Administration Officer.  The team are employed by Rother District Council to perform the duties of the Authorised Officer (as defined by the Contract).  This team role provides the principal point of contact for the Partnership and handles all invoices, communications, documentation, notices and materials relating to the Contract.    





5.3	The Deputy Contract Manager took maternity leave in March 2015 and is due to return in April 2016.   The Business Admin Officer was temporarily appointed to cover the Deputy role from March but accepted another employment opportunity in June 2015.  A new Business Admin Officer was appointed temporarily in March 2015 and subsequently appointed permanently to the role from August 2015.    The Deputy role was re-filled on a part-time basis from September 2015 but that postholder also accepted another employment opportunity and left in February 2016.    





5.4	The impact of several staff changes during 2015 has resulted in work from 2015 being rescheduled to 2016 and highlighted some key risks in terms of the knowledge and skills needed to correctly administrate the monthly payments and cost sharing arrangements.    Subject to consultation with partners and the staff directly concerned the Partnership Manager proposes to restructure the JWO job roles during 2016: 


•	To improve resilience given the small size of the team


•	To reduce the potential for human error that incurs financial risk for all partners


•	To give greater opportunity for a mix of skills within the team


• To increase the project capacity & capability of the team





	Local Client Teams


5.5	Each Council employs staff to perform the role of the Supervising Officer (as defined by the Contract).  Supervising Officers have authority to act on behalf of their respective Councils on matters for which they are responsible under the Contract.  They ensure that their local strategic objectives, annual budgets, customer service arrangements, technology infrastructure, decision making arrangements and any associated functions such as environmental enforcement all adequately support the services.





5.6	New appointments were made to the Supervising Officer roles at Eastbourne, Wealden and Hastings in 2015.   The JWO will support these officers as they develop their experience and knowledge of the joint waste arrangements.









5.7	Client structure diagram:
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5.8	The Joint Waste Office are responsible for ensuring effective contract administration, budget management, provision of comprehensive accountancy and financial advice and communication between all parties.   A simple breakdown of the team’s routine activities is tabled below and a full breakdown of each work role is available on request. 





			Joint Waste Office Work Breakdown





			


			To manage the contract and total budget for the partnership as a whole by :


· maintaining the contract and internal partnership invoicing and payment records


· monitoring quantities and unit rates in the bills


· monitoring expenditure and scheduling cash flow


· advising each council 





			


			To be the main point of contact for Kier and external enquiries re: the management of the contract 





			


			To be the central link between the local client management teams and Kier.  To liaise, develop and co-ordinate all local client staff to ensure the contractor achieves the Joint Waste Partnership objectives by :


· enabling all councils to work to the same set of agreed standards and policies


· ensuring that joint waste services can be developed cooperatively 





			


			To ensure all finances, audit and legal requirements are undertaken in accordance with the administering authority’s constitutional frame work and financial procedure rules and that accounts are reconciled; authorising requisitions and invoices within agreed timescales





			


			To monitor and report on the financial and operational performance of the contract, ensuring that it is delivered within the requirements of the partnership





			


			To lead on the business planning and budgetary processes for the contract





			


			Reporting to the Lead Director to prepare and present reports to the Joint Waste Committee, directors, partner authorities and Kier





			


			To develop and implement appropriate auditing procedures and customer satisfaction measures to ensure a high and consistent level of service is maintained by the contractor





			


			To oversee the implementation of any improvement and innovation processes as per the agreed contract terms and to work with local client teams, Kier and other partners on these ideas





			


			To ensure a professional brand image is portrayed at all times on behalf of the Joint Waste Partnership by:


· approving all literature to ensure that agreed branding is used 


· ensuring that progress is maintained with the Kier PR and communications plan


· ensuring that Joint Waste Office communications are efficient and appropriate





			


			To promote a positive relationship with Kier and oversee smooth operation of the contract with the partners by:


· Liaising with partners and Kier to discuss expectations and achieve mutual understanding of the services and performance standards required


· Monitoring key service activities and prompting action when necessary


· Demonstrating technical awareness and leadership to resolve conflict





			


			To monitor external factors, identify future change and evaluate alternative business solutions throughout the contract period and to ensure that the partnership and Kier are fully informed of any changes within the client or contract organisation





			


			To resolve and/or escalate issues in a timely manner that may include the communication of sensitive information to Partnership Directors and/or Senior Client Representatives





			


			To ensure the contractor complies with all legislation with regards to the contact including health and safety legislation, equal opportunities, data protection and security in pursuance of the contractor performance 





			


			Assisting with the development and implementation of contingency plans in the event of contractor failure












Insert actions : establish and review all local client structures with view to assess impact on recycling/residual/customer behaviour


Joint Waste Office Expenditure and Performance 





6.1	Each partner council contributes equally to the costs incurred by the Joint Waste Office and administering authority.





6.2	The budget for 2016/17 is tabled below :-


			


			Annual Budget 


(£) 2015/16


			Each Partner’s share 


(£) 2015/16





			Joint Waste Staff 


(includes salaries, mileage and expenses)


			147,135


			36,784





			Supplies and Services 


(includes ICT, stationary and external audit)


			16,000


			4,000





			Support Services


(includes premises, accountancy, cashiers etc.) 


			45,450


			


11,362








			TOTAL


			208,585


			52,146











6.3	The following performance measures are used by the Partnership Manager to assess Joint Waste Office performance:


•		Partnership contract meetings


· Agreed timescales for issuing the agenda and producing the minutes are met.


· Monthly (cross partnership) performance analysis is prepared and circulated in advance of meeting


•		Health and Safety Matters


· Records are updated within 48hrs of notification


· An annual audit of key H&S matters is conducted.


•		Performance Management


· A work activity analysis is provided for each council once p/month 


· Concerns are communicated to Kier within 3 days 


· Alternate weekly meetings are held with the Kier Contract Director


· Quarterly reports are prepared for directors.


•	Financial Management


· Invoices are processed to meet payment deadlines


· Cost recovery from the partner councils is processed within 10 days


· Partnership cash flow is managed within a 10 day incoming/outgoing tolerance


•	Personal Behaviours


· daily timekeeping and personal appearance (ongoing assessment)


· language, tone, communication style (ongoing assessment)


· work efficiency meets partner expectations (eg, responses to emails, calls etc)









Taking the Partnership Forward: planned development in 2016/17





7.1	To meet the joint waste aims, the partnership is committed to achieving optimum performance levels for waste management across the Partnership.  Customer services and public communications roles are currently retained within each council.   To achieve consistent standards of service across the partnership it is essential for all of the council staff handling customer contacts and all of the Kier staff handling the service workloads to share a common understanding of how and why the services are provided.





7.2	The operational structure of the joint waste contract has not been developed by Kier exactly as expected.    Kier have supported the development of bespoke local solutions to issues being faced in each of the four councils areas so the contract is now being managed by Kier as four relatively separate operations.   Changes to the Kier management structure are intended in 2016 (subject to staff consultation) and the JWO will continue to work with Kier to ensure services are being managed by suitably qualified and competent persons.





Partnership Agreement


7.3	The Inter Authority Agreement (IAA) created a binding legal relationship between the 4 partner authorities as a basis for undertaking the joint waste procurement exercise and jointly appointing a contractor for the delivery of the Joint Waste Contract.  The IAA ended when the Contract was awarded because each of the partner authorities became party to the Contract.  Rother District Council is the administering authority and in performing that role on behalf of the partnership Rother incurs various risks.  In November 2012 the Joint Waste Committee agreed that a new Partnership Agreement should be developed to ensure the risks are shared with partner authorities and allow the practical administration of the partnership to succeed.  





7.4 	Re-alignment of service responsibilities and organisational structures in the councils has delayed the development of the Partnership Agreement.   Further work on a suitable agreement remains subject to director consideration and approval.





Action :	Ref JWC minute 12/37 (8.2) a new Partnership Agreement will be developed for approval by the Partnership Directors.








Financial Matters and Contractual Claims


7.5	A number of contractual claims (in draft format) were submitted by Kier in 2014 and each matter has been considered by the councils 2015-16.    Assessment of the financial risks are monitored in the joint waste risk register and reported to directors at least quarterly.   The JWO commissioned and manage the relationship with Bevan Brittan LLP who are supporting the partnership with advice on how to handle these claims. 








7.6	The joint waste contract Cost Sharing arrangement needs to be refreshed each year so that changes in quantities (e.g. increases in the number of properties being served) are considered against each councils financial objectives.  The aim of this annual exercise is to achieve mutually acceptable financial outcomes for each council.   





7.7	The Recycling Cost Sharing Agreement is a key financial mechanism with impact on East Sussex County Council and all the district and borough authorities (including Lewes).   





7.8	The business case for joint waste services considered both collection and disposal costs.  East Sussex County Council (ESCC) agreed to support the new contract on the basis that no increase in waste disposal costs were anticipated, indeed annual disposal savings were forecast as a result of the aspiration for 50%+ Total Recycling.   In the 2013-2015 period East Sussex County Council have incurred c£795,000 per annum unanticipated costs.   The partnership councils are pursuing local actions to increase recycling rates and thereby mitigate the risk of further financial loss to ESCC.





7.9	The financial relationships between the partner authorities and East Sussex County Council are not limited to additional costs or savings arising from the joint waste contract with Kier.   The East Sussex Recycling Cost Sharing agreement (also known as the recycling credit agreement) and the costs of waste disposal 2013 onwards are both matters that require resolution by all the councils.  The JWO will continue to work on behalf of all the partner councils to seek a sustainable financial outcome for the partnership. 





Action : 	The JWO maintain the relationship with external legal experts and the councils to mitigate the financial risk of Kier contractual claims to the Partnership


Action :	The JWO support work across the partnership to increase recycling and reduce residual waste. 


Action :	The joint waste contract cost sharing arrangement be considered together with the Kier claims, Recycling Cost Sharing Agreement and ESCC disposal costs.








Client Management: Long Term Considerations


7.10	The business case for joint waste included options to achieve savings from a joint approach to client management roles.   There has previously been limited support for local client functions to be centralised and the financial benefits were not sufficiently attractive.  As the partner councils face continued financial pressure 2016 onwards the JWO will ensure the business case is refreshed so the councils may consider whether to pursue further joint opportunities in due course.  





7.11	Since 2013 each council has made investments in its approach to customer services.  New CRM and customer service job roles support the principle of multi-functional contact centres to handle the majority of customer contact that arises from collection and cleansing services.   Online portals and reporting facilities increasingly seek to minimise council staff involvement and allow customers to request work directly from Kier.   The working relationships and communications between customers, council customer service staff, council waste management staff and Kier staff vary in each council area.   The integration of CRM systems with Kierway since 2013 enabled process improvements but the work to review how these processes manage work through the Contract will be completed in 2016.   Further process improvements are required to both systems and the staff using those systems. 


 


Action : 	Review of ICT integration, online reporting capability and use of the Kierway system.   Recommendations for improvements to be planned and delivered.














** end **
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